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Semantic Classification of Bio-Entities Incorporating 

Predicate-Argument Features

Kyung-Mi PARK•õa) and Hae-Chang RIM•õb, Members

SUMMARY In this paper, we propose new exte rnal context features 
for the semantic classification of bio-entities. In the previous approaches, 
the words located on the left or the right context of bio-entities are fre-
quently used as the external context features. However, in our prior ex-
periments, the external contexts in a flat representation did not improve 
the performance. In this study, we incorporate predicate-argument features 
into training the ME-based classifier. Through parsing and argument iden-
tification, we recognize biomedical verbs that have argument relations with 
the constituents including a bio-entity, and then use the predicate-argument 
structures as the external context features. The extraction of predicate-
argument features can be done by performing two identification tasks: the 
biomedically salient word identification which determines whether a word 
is a biomedically salient word or not, and the target verb identification 
which identifies biomedical verbs that have argument relations with the 
constituents including a bio-entity. Experiments show that the performance 
of semantic classification in the bio domain can be improved by utilizing 
such predicate-argument features.
key words: semantic classification, predicate-argument feature, biomedi-
cal verb, maximum entropy model

1. Introduction

The clues for bio-entity class tagging are words themselves 
constituting a bio-entity, but about 21% of the words in the 
training data had characteristics of belonging to more than 
two classes. Therefore, for alleviating the ambiguous classi-
fication problem, it is necessary to utilize the words located 
on outside context of bio-entities. There were several related 
works of using external context in order to improve the per-
formance of semantic classification system. [1] suggested 
a feature set with the inside and the outside contextual in-
formation of the bio-entity. In case of outside context, it 
chose the surrounding 2 words in a flat representation sup-

porting the meaning of the given entity. [2] also defined the 
feature set as being the last five words in each bio-entity, 
together with the left and right two words around the bio-
entity. However, according to our experimental results, the 
use of outside context was not effective on the improvement 
of performance.

In this study, we propose predicate-argument features 
extracted through parsing and argument identification. We 
assumed that verbs in a sentence are very helpful for clas-
sifying a bio-entity, since each semantic class which in-
cludes bio-entities is related to different biomedical actions,

 such as activation, inhibition, transcription, and dissocia-
 tion, and such actions are mainly described by the verbs in 
the sentence. However, since a bio-entity is not related to 
all verbs in the sentence, it is necessary to identify whether 
the bio-entity is related to each verb in the sentence or not. 
Through parsing and argument identification, we try to iden-
tify biomedical verbs* that have argument relations with the 
constituents including an entity. If a bio-entity occurs in-
side the boundaries of a parse constituent and the constituent 
has an argument relation with a biomedical verb, we regard 
that the bio-entity is related to the biomedical verb. In order 
to automatically recognize the target verbs** that are useful 
clues for estimating relatedness between biomedical verbs 
and bio-entities, we perform salient word identification and 
target verb identification. For identifying the biomedically 
salient words, we perform corpus comparison between a bio 
domain-specific corpus and a general corpus. For identi-
fying the target verbs, we implement a predicate-argument 
recognizer based on the ME model by using PropBank cor-

pus. Section 3 presents a detailed description of the identifi-
cation tasks.

2. ME-Based Semantic Classification

In this section, we present a semantic classification method 
based on an ME model. We first explain the ME model, 
and then describe the proposed features for training the ME 
model for the classification task.

2.1 Maximum Entropy Model

In the maximum entropy (ME) framework, the conditional 

probability of predicting an outcome o given a history h is 
defined as follows:

(1)

where fi(h, o) is a binary-valued feature function, ƒÉi is the 

weighting parameter of fi(h, o), k is the number of fea-

tures, and ZƒÉ(h) is a normalization factor for ƒ°op(o|h)=1 [3].
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weighted sums of active features (i.e. fi(h, o)=1). For in-
stance, a feature for our task can be represented by the fol-
lowine feature function:

It means that the semantic class of a bio-entity is likely to 
be DNA, when the first word from the rightmost of the en-
tity is gene. The ME classifier for our task classifies the 
bio-entity into one of the following classes: protein, DNA, 
RNA, cell-line, cell-type. The set of feature functions will 
be described in the next section.

2.2 Features

In order to train the ME model, we use the following fea-
tures. We first use the standard features introduced by pre-
vious works. Especially, we use word variations and mor-

phological patterns for alleviating the data sparseness prob-
lem of the words. The features represent the most infor-
mative part of a word obtained by the orthographic charac-
teristics of the word. We also use new features extracted 
from predicate-argument structures. The features represent 

proper external contexts for alleviating the ambiguous prob-
lem in which some words are used in more than two classes.

2.2.1 Standard Features

Word: The words themselves constituting the bio-entity 

play a significant role in classifying the bio-entity into a 
proper semantic class. Specially, the functional words play 
a key role in classification [1]. In general, functional words 
are often located on the rightmost of a bio-entity. Thus, we 
thought that the clues for class tagging are the words on the 
rightmost rather than the words on the leftmost of the bio-
entity, and then used 1 word from the leftmost and 3 words 
from the rightmost of the bio-entity as features for learning 
the ME-based classifier. We proved that such intuition is 
correct in our experimentation as shown in Table 4.

Word Variation: To make a word variation, we alter all 
capital letters to lower letters and substitute # for numbers. 
Also, for segmenting a word into parts, we regard a symbol 
like hyphen as blank. Among the parts of the word, we se-
lect the longest part as a word variation which may contain 
more useful information. For example, IL-2 changes to it 
# using the above-mentioned rules, and it is extracted as a 
word variation.

Morphological Pattern: Morphological patterns reflect or-
thographical characteristics of words. When a target word 
infrequently occurs in the data, morphological patterns can 
alleviate the data sparseness problem of the word. In order 
to extract internal morphological patterns of words, we se-
lect every possible prefix or suffix of words when they con-
sist of more than three characters, and then we compute the 
relative entropy of each substring in order to discriminate

Table 1 Examples of morphological patterns.

Fig.1 An example of predicate-argument structures.

informative prefixes and suffixes [4], [5]. Table 1 shows the 

examples of patterns of words constituting bio-entities.

2.2.2 New Features

Predicate-Argument Structure: By using the Charniak's 

parser [6] and our system that performs argument identifi-

cation, we obtain the syntactic structure as shown in Fig.1. 

In Fig.1, suggest, activate, and induce indicated by rect-

angle marks represent the biomedical verbs. We perform 

the syntactic analysis using the Charniak's parser by regard-

ing words constituting a bio-entity as one word •õ. The posi-

tions A, B, and C indicating one word in Fig.1 correspond 

to the bio-entities lipoxygenase_metabolites, IL-2, and NF-

kappa_B respectively. In Fig.1, the arguments of suggest are 

NP1 and S BAR indicated by round marks, the arguments of 

activate are NP2 and NP3 indicated by square marks, and 

the arguments of induce are NP4, WHNP, and NP5 indi-

cated by triangle marks. We use target verbs and the target 

verbs conjoined with the last word of the bio-entity as fea-

tures. For example, since parse constituents NP2 and S BAR 

include the given bio-entity lipoxygenase-metabolites, and 

the constituents are related to activate and suggest respec-

tively, we extract the features for the bio-entity as shown in

•õ We assume that the biomedical named entity (NE) recognition 

task is divided into two phases and the boundaries of bio-entities 

are previously given. When we perform the syntactic analysis us-

ing the Charniak's parser, we want to assign a parse constituent to 

a bio-entity's parent node. Therefore, we regard words constituting 

the bio-entity as one word by using the boundaries of the bio-entity 

in the training data.
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Table 2 Examples of biomedically salient words.

the lower part of Fig.1.

3. Extraction of Predicate-Argument Features

In this section, we describe an automatic extraction method 
of predicate-argument features for semantic classification. 
First, we identify biomedically salient words occurring more 
frequently in the training corpus than in a general corpus. 
Next, if PUS tag of the biomedically salient words is verb, 
and the words have argument relations with the constituents 
including the bio-entity, we identify the words as target 
verbs.

3.1 Biomedically Salient Word Identification

The words constituting bio-entities occur more frequently in 
a bio domain-specific corpus than in a general corpus. We 
regard the words as salient words. In order to recognize 
these salient words, we compute each word's probabilities 
both in the training corpus and in a general corpus respec-
tively. From the estimated probabilities, we compute the 
relative frequency ratio (RFR) of a word w by Eq. (2).

(2)

We regard the word as a biomedically salient word when its 

RFR is more than the predetermined threshold value •õ. The 

words that do not occur in the WSJ corpus are also regarded 

as salient words. Table 2 shows the RFR of the verbs in the 

example sentence of Fig.1.

3.2 Target Verb Identification

In order to identify target verbs, we use the Charniak's 

parser and our system that performs argument identification. 

Our system utilized the output of full parser of Charniak. 

We implemented a predicate-argument recognizer based on 

an ME model [7]. Our system identified parse constituents 

in the sentence that represent valid semantic arguments of 

an identified biomedical verb. We assumed that most se-

mantic arguments occur inside the specific distance on the 

parse tree from the parse constituent's parent node to the 

predicate's parent node. In order to reduce the number of 

candidate arguments, we incorporated tree distance restric-

tion into pre-processing of argument identification task. In 

order to train the ME model for the identification task, we 

consider the following features.

-path: this is the syntactic path through the parse tree

Table 3 Number of words belonging to more than two classes .

from the parse constituent to the predicate.

-sub _cat: this is the phrase structure rule expanding the 

predicate's parent node in the tree.

-pred_POS: this is POS of the predicate .

-head _phr: this is the syntactic category of the parse 

constituent's parent node.

The ME classifier for the task classifies each parse con-

stituent into one of the following classes: ARG or NON-

ARG. To test our system, we have experimented with 

CoNLL-2005 datasets which originated from the PropBank-

1.0. By following the standard partition used in parsing, we 

used sections 02-21 for training and Sect. 23 for test. Exper-

imental results show that our system obtains an F-score of 

81.44% on the test data.

4. Experiments

To evaluate the proposed method, we have experimented 

with JNLPBA-2004 datasets •õ•õ [8]. The training data came 

from the GENIA version 3.02 corpus, and the test data was 

a newly annotated collection of Medline abstracts from the 

GENIA project. Because the given training data considers 

only a small set of semantic classes of the GENIA corpus, 

biomedical entities not corresponding to 5 specific classes 

are ignored in training the ME-based classifier for semantic 

classification. To produce a classifier, we utilized the Zhang 

le's MaxEnt toolkit, and the L-BFGS parameter estimation 

algorithm with Gaussian Prior smoothing [9].

4.1 Experimental Results

As shown in Table 3, about 21% of the words in the train-

ing data have characteristics of belonging to more than two 

classes. For example, in order to describe bio-entity names, 

the number of words used in all classes is 63. Table 4 shows 

the performance according to the context variance used as 

word features on the semantic classification task. For ex-

ample, (L1, R3) represents the performance of using 1 word 

from the leftmost and 3 words from the rightmost of the bio-

entity, and (R4) represents the performance of using only 4 

words from the rightmost of the bio-entity. (L1, R3) is the 

most effective on the performance. Also, experimental re-

sults show that the performance of using only words from

•õ We extract the words which occur more than 10 times in the 

training corpus than in the WSJ corpus.

•õ•õ http://research.nii.ac.jp/collier/workshops/JNLPBA04st.htm
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Table 4 Performance according to the context variance.

Table 5 Effects of using word variation and m-pattern.

Table 6 Classification accuracy when the words located on the external 

contexts of bio-entities are used.

Table 7 Effects of using predicate-argument features.

the rightmost is better than the performance of using only 
words from the leftmost in our experimentation. Table 5 
shows the effects of using word variation and morpholog-
ical pattern (m-pattern) for alleviating the data sparseness 

problem of the word. We take the system with using only 
word features as a baseline. The word variation and mor-

phological patterns are additionally used on the baseline sys-
tem respectively. In our experiments, usage of word varia-
tion deteriorates the performance. However, we obtain the 

performance improvement by using morphological patterns. 
Table 6 shows the classification accuracy when the words 
located on the left and the right contexts of bio-entities are

additionally used. According to the experimental results, 

the use of the external contexts in a flat representation are 

not effective on the improvement of performance. Table 7 

shows the effects of using predicate-argument features. We 

obtain the performance improvement of about 0.42% by us-

ing predicate-argument features.

5. Conclusion

We have presented a semantic classification method based 

on an ME model. For alleviating the data sparseness prob-

lem of the word, we have added morphological patterns ex-

tracted from the training data to a feature set. For alle-

viating the ambiguous problem in which some words are 

used to more than two biomedical semantic classes, we 

have proposed predicate-argument features. Experimental 

results show that our system achieves an accuracy of 92.33% 

and that the introduction of predicate-argument features im-

proves the performance of our system as compared with the 

baseline performance. The addition of morphological pat-

terns is also effective on the improvement of performance. 

As a future work, we will apply predicate-argument fea-

tures extracted through parsing and argument identification 

to biomedical relation extraction task. 
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